Winners and Special Recognition
Arkansas Council of Teachers of Mathematics Contest
April 25, 2015

1st:  Archer Murray Conway JHS
2nd:  Kelvin L. Kang Lisa Academy
3rd:  Suh Young Choi Valley View High School

Recognition:

Alice Cai The New School – Fayetteville
Alisha Chantlani Kirksey Middle School – Rogers
Sakchi Gorg Lisa Academy
Curtis Josenberger Chaffin JHS – Fort Smith
Kaushik Sampath The New School – Fayetteville
Alex Shepard Kirksey Middle School – Rogers

Geometry:

1st:  Arnov Khera Fulbright - Bentonville
2nd:  Ridhi Kalaiselvan Fulbright – Bentonville
3rd:  Han Alexander Lisa Academy, West – Little Rock

Recognition:

Arjun Krishna Fulbright – Bentonville
Paris Rich Annie Camp JHS – Jonesboro
Griffin Roach Woodland JHS – Fayetteville
Sara Rulli Woodland JHS – Fayetteville
Beck Williams Chaffin JHS – Fort Smith
Christiana Trexler The School of Innovation – Springdale
Tatum Smith Pulaski Academy – Little Rock
Ryan Smith White Hall High School
David Shelton Pulaski Academy – Little Rock

Algebra II:

1st:  Samuel M. Rhee Episcopal Collegiate HS – Little Rock
2nd:  Anthony Maranto Woodland JHS – Fayetteville
3rd:  Payton Mattingly Woodland JHS – Fayetteville

Recognition:

Seongbae Kong Woodland JHS – Fayetteville
Jason Waddell Paragould HS
Trig/Pre-Calculus:

1st: Zhongyu Wang Bentonville HS
2nd: Akarsh Kumar Fayetteville HS
3rd: Kyle Sadler Bryant HS
Recognition: (Trig/Pre-Calculus)

Safin Attwal Haas Hall Academy – Fayetteville
Lucas Bellaiche Fayetteville HS
Phan Cam Subiaco Academy
Mohan Dodda Bentonville HS
Jack Jiang Fayetteville HS
Megan Olsen Fayetteville HS

Statistics

1st: Jiaqi Wang Little Rock Central HS
2nd Kaleb Kassaw Russellville HS
3rd Erin McShane Conway HS

Recognition:

Nathaniel Gregg Star City HS
Cindy Ye Little Rock Central HS
Sooyoung Matthews Cabot HS
Deepak Suri Little Rock Central HS
David Crosby Fayetteville HS
Juan Melendez Conway HS
Chris Phu Siloam Springs HS
Sidney Wilson Rogers HS

Calculus

1st: Tyler Bishop Fayetteville HS
2nd Abby Pickhardt Fayetteville HS
3rd Manosa Veluvolu Little Rock Central HS

Recognition:

Soinjit Kalapatapu Pulaski Academy
Crystal Neill Searcy HS
Moushumi Sahu Bentonville HS
Kwuang Tang Little Rock Central HS
Angela Wang Little Rock Central HS
Jeong-Min Wui Little Rock Central HS
Cameron Ytzen Arkansas High School - Texarkana